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a b s t r a c t 

Facial expression recognition is crucial for various human-robot interaction applications, which requires 

facial expression analysis having a broad generalization. However, existing researches focus on the recog- 

nition in databases containing a limited number of samples. In this paper, we propose a novel feature fu- 

sion network for facial expression recognition in a cross-domain manner in order to realize the facial ex- 

pression recognition in extensive scenarios. The proposed network consists of an Intra-category Common 

feature representation (IC) channel and an Inter-category Distinction feature representation (ID) channel 

for facial expression representation, and finally combine learned features of the two channels for facial 

expression recognition in cross databases. The IC channel learns the common features of intra-category 

facial expressions, and the ID channel learns the characteristic features of different categories. We evalu- 

ate the proposed approach in various experiment settings for cross-domain recognition, and achieves the 

state-of-the-art performances. We also evaluate the proposed approach for expression recognition in sin- 

gle databases, and also obtains the outstanding performance in the CK + , MMI, SFEW and RAF databases. 

© 2018 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

With the development of robot technology, the human-robot

nteraction plays a crucial role in applications of service robots. For

 natural and fluency interaction between robots and the human,

motion recognition and interaction become more important. Fa-

ial expression is the major route to express emotion feelings for

oth of the human and robots. Therefore, facial expression recog-

ition is a basic but important research topic for various HRI ap-

lications. In the social interactions, the human is able to perceive

motions of any person in various conditions. Extending to the HRI,

pproaches of facial expression recognition should have a broad

eneralization. 

Many research endeavors have been dedicated to solving the

acial expression recognition. Most of the methods for facial ex-

ression recognition are evaluated in single databases [1,2] . How-

ver, frequently used databases always consist of the same prop-

rty types of samples and a limited number of samples e.g. CK + [3] ,

MI [4,5] . Obviously, it is far from the requirement of gener-

lization in real applications. Furthermore, approaches of cross-

omain recognition were presented where classification models

ere trained using samples in one database and tested samples
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n other databases [6–8] . To improve the effectiveness of cross-

atabase recognition, approaches fusing facial expression features

n multiple databases were also presented [9] . Meanwhile, cross-

omain recognitions extent generality of facial expression analy-

is. However, it is still a challenging problem to design effective

odels for feature learning and category classification in a cross-

omain manner because of the complexity and variation of var-

ous facial expressions. Wang et al. [10] presented a constrained

symmetric multi-task discriminant component analysis (cAMT- 

CA) approach to solving cross-view person reidentification prob-

ems. The approach maximized the data discrepancy on the shared

omponent in different scenarios, maximized the local inter-class

ariation and minimized local intra-class variation in all scenarios.

nspired by it, we tread facial expressions in different databases as

xpressions that captured in different scenarios, and propose a fea-

ure fusion network for cross-domain recognition. 

Existing facial expression databases involve lab-setting database

nd database containing wild facial expression images collected

rom the internet. For instance, databases JAFFE [11] , Cohn–

anade [12] , Cohn-Kanade + [3] , MMI [4,5] , DISFA [13] , multi-

IE [14] , Bosphorous [15] and CASME [16] and CAS(ME) 2 [17] are

aptured in a lab-controlled surrounding, while databases of

FEW [18] , EmotioNet [19] and RAF Database [20] are real-world

acial expression images collected from the internet. Cross-domain

ecognition had been evaluated on the CK + and the RAF database

o explore the difference between expressions of lab-controlled
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Fig. 1. Diagram of the proposed ICID Network. The IC channel learns common features of intra-category facial expressions for the common representation, and the ID channel 

learns characteristic features of different categories for the distinction representation of facial expressions. Finally, a fusion network combines two-channel features for facial 

expression recognition. 
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posed face and the real-world affective face [20] . Comparing with

differences, it is even more important to extract common repre-

sentations of expressions from various different data sets to extend

the generalization of recognition. Various hand-craft features were

designed to represent facial expressions in the earlier research

stage [21–26] , appearance features and geometry features. Ap-

pearance features include Gabor features [27,28] , the Local Binary

Pattern(LBP) [29] , the Local Phase Quantization (LPQ) [30] , 2D-

DCT [31] , and BoW Hist features [32] . Geometry features include

landmark positions [33,34] , HOG [35] , SIFT [36] etc. . Moreover,

deep networks are frequently used for facial expression recognition

due to the excellent performance in feature learning [26,37–39] .

To achieve a broad generalization, we design a deep network to

learn common representations of expressions from multiple data

sources, simultaneously, we emphasis representation differences of

different categories to achieve a higher recognition result. 

In this paper, we propose a novel feature fusion network

to learn a common representation of expressions in different

databases for facial expression recognition in a cross-domain man-

ner. The proposed network consists of an Intra-category Com-

mon feature representation channel (IC) and an Inter-category Dis-

tinction feature representation channel (ID) for facial expression

representation, and a fusion network combines two channel fea-

tures for facial expression recognition in cross databases. The pro-

posed approach is named as ICID fusion network. The diagram

of our proposed approach is shown in the Fig. 1 . The IC chan-

nel learns common features of intra-category facial expressions for

the common representation, and the ID channel learns Distinc-

tion features of different categories for the representation of facial

expressions. Such representation enhances the discrimination of fa-

cial expressions. It improves recognition effectiveness by maximiz-

ing the inter-class variation and minimizing intra-class variation in

multiple databases. The proposed approach aims at recognizing fa-

cial expressions in extensive scenarios, and realizing the real-world

application of facial expression recognition. In the end, we evaluate

the proposed approach on multiple databases which were captured

in lab surroundings or collected from the internet. We design a set

of cross-domain validation experiments to certify the effectiveness

and the generalization of our proposed approach. 

2. Related works 

In this section, we review existing approaches of the cross-

domain facial expression recognition. According to the number of
atabases that used in training and test processing, existing ap-

roaches are separated to single-to-single cross-domain recogni-

ion and multiple-to-single cross-domain recognition. Here, single-

o-single cross-domain recognition refers to training a model in

ne database and test in the other database, while multiple-to-

ingle cross-domain recognition is that a model is trained using

ultiple databases and tested in another database. 

.1. Single-to-single cross-domain recognition 

For facial expression recognition, manually designed features

re still widely adopted. Tong et al. [6] employed the Dynamic

ayesian Network (DBN) to represent probabilistic relationships

mong different AUs and to modulate the temporal facial activities.

U relationships and AU dynamics were integrated to recognize

Us. They trained the recognition model using the CK database

nd performed the test in the MMI database for a cross-validation.

oelstra et al. [40] adopted dynamic texture to represent facial

ction Units for AU recognition and temporal models determi-

ation. Then frame-based GentleBoost was combined with Hid-

en Markov Models for facial expression recognition. The approach

as designed for single-database recognition, and it was evalu-

ted in cross databases. Valstar et al. [6] used a Gabor-feature

ased facial point detector to localize facial fiducial points, and

racked these points in facial sequences to model temporal facial

ctivations for facial expression recognition. Cross-validation was

erformed in the MMI and the CK database. Liu et al. [41] pre-

ented a novel Boosted Deep Belief Network (BDBN) to learn

acial features which characterized expression-related facial ap-

earance/shape variations. It trained a boosted classifier for fa-

ial expression recognition. The approach was evaluated in cross

atabases. Zhang et al. [42] combined multiple types of facial fea-

ures via multiple kernel learning (MKL) in multiclass support vec-

or machines (SVM) for facial expression recognition. The approach

as evaluated in single databases and cross databases. Based on

he Deep Belief Network, Liu and Chen [43] adopted a bottom-

p unsupervised feature learning (BU-UFL) process that learned

ierarchical features and a boosted top-down supervised feature

trengthen (BTDSFS) process to do fine-tune in a supervised man-

er. 

Recent years, deep learning based approaches illustrated that

eep learning is a crucial component in facial expression recogni-

ion. Levi and Hassner [37] firstly transferred image pixels of facial

xpressions to a 3D metric space, and input the 3D metric data
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o a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) model to train a classi-

cation model using limited labeled training samples. Jung et al.

44] used one deep network to extract features from image facial

equences, while used the other deep network to learn temporal

eometry features from temporal facial landmark points. Finally,

he two networks were combined through a fine-tuning operation

o boost recognition performance. Kim et al. [45] adopted multiple

eep convolutional neural networks to make a primary decision

or facial expression samples, then they constructed a hierarchi-

al architecture for facial expression classification which fused

xponentially-weighted decisions in multiple levels. Hasani and

ahoor [46] used a DNN-based architecture to extract features

f facial expressions, and employed a linear chain Conditional

andom Field (CRF) module to realize recognition in facial videos.

ross-data validation was performed on CK + , MMI and FERA

atabases. Lopes et al. [8] adopted pre-processing techniques to

xtract specific features of facial expression images. Then the CNN

as used to extract features for facial representation and recog-

ition. The proposed approach was evaluated for cross-domain

ecognition, e.g. . training in the CK + database, test in the JAFFE

atabase. Though the above approaches can also be used for

ross-domain recognition, they were not specially designed for the

arget. To obtain a better performance, we propose a more effec-

ive approach which breaks boundaries among different databases

o realize cross-domain recognition. 

.2. Multiple-to-single cross-domain recognition 

To improve the generalization of facial expression recognition,

pproaches that fused features of multiple databases were pre-

ented. Shan et al. [47] normalized faces to a fixed distance

etween the two eyes in order to decrease sample difference in

ifferent databases. It relied on the preprocessing to extend the

pplicability of facial recognition in various scenarios. Kahou et al.

48] combined multiple deep neural networks to solve the prob-

em of multi-model fusion for emotion recognition in the 2013

motion Recognition Wild Challenge. Their approach outperformed

ther teams and won the challenge. Ruiz et al. [9] presented a

idden-Task Learning framework to recognize facial AUs. The HTL

dopted easily obtained training samples of facial expressions to

earn a set of AUs with rare training samples. They even extended

he HTL to Semi-Hidden Task Learning where AU samples were

vailable. They trained the proposed model in three databases and

erformed testing in another database. The two approaches fused

eatures of different databases to improve recognition accuracy in

ross databases. Aiming at realizing person reidentification in mul-

iple scenarios, Wang et al. [10] presented a constrained asym-

etric multi-task discriminant component analysis (cAMT-DCA) 

pproach, which maximized the data discrepancy on the shared

omponent in different scenarios, maximized the local inter-class

ariation and minimized local intra-class variation in all scenarios.

onsidering that facial expressions in different databases and sce-

arios should have common features, we proposed an approach to

earn the common representation, and to weaken the representa-

ion difference in various different scenarios. 

. ICID fusion network for expression recognition 

In this section, we introduce the ICID fusion network to rec-

gnize facial expressions in cross databases. Due to the excellent

erformance of feature learning in object detections, the DarkNet-

9 network [49] is employed to build our ICID fusion network.

uppose that there are multiple databases, and samples of the m th

atabase are represented by D m 

= { S c 
i 
, i = 1 , . . . , N 

m 

c ; c = 1 , . . . , C} .
ere, S c 

i 
refers to the i th sample of category c in D m 

. There are

otal C expression categories, and there are N 

m 

c samples in the
ategory c . Using data samples in multiple databases, we train the

CID network to recognize facial expressions in cross databases. 

.1. Intra-category Common feature learning channel 

For arbitrary multiple databases D m 

, m ∈ { 1 , 2 , . . . , M} , we learn

he common features of facial expressions in intra-categories via

he Intra-category Common feature learning channel (IC channel).

he IC channel is constructed based on the pre-trained DarkNet-19

etwork [49] , and its architecture is shown in the Fig. 2 . The IC

hannel keeps the preceding 23-layer of the DarkNet-19 network

or feature extraction, and further consists of one full connected

ayer, one average pooling layer following the 23-layer pre-trained

ayers. For training of the IC channel, a determination layer is set

o learn common features. 

Using multiple databases D m 

, m ∈ { 1 , 2 , . . . , M} for the training

f the IC channel, the process of common feature extraction of one

xpression category is defined as a function φ1 (). With an input

ample of facial expression S , the extracted feature is represented

y φ1 ( S ). We train the IC channel network by setting the Eq. (1) as

he objective function. In the equation, S c 
i 

and S c 
j 

are facial images

f the same category c in different databases. Here, φ1 (S c 
i 
) and

1 (S c 
j 
) refer to extracted common features of S c 

i 
and S c 

j 
. Then fea-

ures φ1 (S c 
i 
) and φ1 (S c 

j 
) are input to the determination layer. The

raining processing seeks a minimum distance between φ1 (S c 
i 
) and

1 (S c 
j 
) in the determination layer. In other words, it aims to seek a

ommon representation for facial expressions in the same category.

herefore, the IC channel provides a common representation for

acial expressions of the same category in various databases. Obvi-

usly, the training can be extended to involve multiple databases,

nd also be used for feature extraction in single databases. Through

raining, the IC channel learns common features of intra-categories

hat enhances the representation of facial expressions belonging to

he same category. 

min 

 ∈ D m , j∈ D n ,m,n ∈{ 1 , ... ,M} ‖ w 

T 
1 φ1 (S c i ) − w 

T 
1 φ1 (S c j ) ‖ 

2 
F ; (1)

.2. Inter-category Distinction feature learning channel 

The classification of facial expressions is to maximize distances

f samples in different categories, and a classifier model is de-

igned to distinguish them. In this section, we use a deep network

o realize the Distinction feature extraction in inter-categories. 

We design an Inter-category Distinction feature learning chan-

el (ID Channel) for feature extraction. The architecture of the ID

hannel is shown in Fig. 3 . The ID channel keeps the preceding 23-

ayer of the DarkNet-19 network for facial feature extraction, and

onsists of a softmax classifier following the 23-layer network. Us-

ng facial samples in D m 

, we pre-train the ID channel by setting an

bjective function for category determination following the Eq. (2) .

ere, Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y C ) refers to a vector of facial expression cat-

gories, and S i is one facial expression sample in databases { D m 

}.

ere, { D m 

} refers to any one database or multiple databases. The

2 ( S i ) represents extracted feature of the facial image sample S i in

he ID channel. Since the objective function is set to distinguish

ifferent categories, learned f eatures via the ID channel are Dis-

inction features of facial expressions in different categories. 

min 

 ∈{ D m } 
‖ Y − w 

T 
0 φ2 (S i ) ‖ 

2 
F ; (2)

In training step, training samples of all categories in multiple

atabases are input to the channel to train the ID channel net-

ork. The trained ID channel can be regarded as a feature learning

unction φ2 ( S ), which generates Distinction features for facial ex-

ression recognition. Since we train the ID channel using training

amples in multiple databases, the network has good generaliza-

ion in cross-domain recognition. 
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Fig. 2. Architecture of the IC channel for intra-category common feature learning. The structure of the IC channel follows the DarkNet-19 network, and it consists of 19 

convolution layers, 5 max-pooling layers, and a SoftMax layer for category determination. 

Fig. 3. Architecture of the ID channel for inter-category Distinction feature learning. The ID channel keeps the preceding 23-layer of the DarkNet-19 network for facial feature 

extraction, and consists of a SoftMax classifier following the 23-layer network. 

Fig. 4. The fusion network fusing the intra-category common feature and the inter-category Distinction feature for facial expression recognition. It mainly consists of 3 

full-connected layers for feature fusion and feature extraction, and a ratio of 0.6 is set for dropout processing. 
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3.3. Feature fusion for facial expression recognition 

Both of common features and Distinction features are crucial for

facial expression recognition. We design a fusion network which

connects the two feature learning channels, and fuses feature

learned from the two channels for final facial expression recogni-

tion. The fusion network consists of 3 full connection layers, with

100, 7, and 7 neurons respectively, and a SoftMax layer determines

the final expression category. The structure of the fusion network

is shown in the Fig. 4 . In order to automatically assign a balance

between the two channels, we add two weight parameters. The

two weights λ1 , λ2 are automatically trained in the fusion net-

work by setting a loss function, Eq. (3) , to train the fusion network.

Here, Y = (y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y C ) , refers to the category vector. X ( S k ) refers

to the fused feature. Like the Fig. 4 shows, the fusion network fuses

weighted features, φ1 ( S k ), φ2 ( S k ), and the SoftMax classifier classi-

fies facial expressions into corresponding categories. 

Obviously, the approach can be extended to multiple-to-single

and single-to-single cross-domain recognition. Moreover, it can

also be applied for traditional expression recognition in a single

database. We evaluate its performance of possible settings in our

experiments. 
min 

 ∈{ D m } 
‖ Y − w 

T 
2 X (S k ) ‖ 

2 
F ; (3)

X (S k ) = λ1 φ1 (S k ) + λ2 φ2 (S k ) ;
0 < λ1 , λ2 < 1 ;λ1 + λ2 = 1 . 

(4)

.4. Inference 

As the Fig. 4 shows, we connect the IC and the ID channel using

 fusion network to construct an end-to-end ICID fusion network

or facial expression recognition. The complete objective function

or the ICID fusion network is defined in the Eq. (5) . The network

raining is performed in three steps. First of all, we perform pre-

raining on the two feature learning channels. For the IC channel,

e input samples of the same category but belonging to multi-

le databases to the network and adopt the Eq. (1) as the loss

unction to train the network. Then we train the ID channel us-

ng training samples of all categories, and use the Eq. (2) as loss

unction to extract Distinction features φ2 ( S k ). Finally, we train the

CID fusion network again to obtain weight values of λ1 , λ2 and

ne-tune the whole fusion network. During fine-tuning, the final
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Table 1 

Experiment results of cross-domain recognition 

using the ICID fusion network. The average 

recognition accuracies of 4 databases rank in de- 

scending order are as follows CK + , MMI, SFEW, 

RAF. Multiple database fusion effectively im- 

proves the result in cross-domain recognition. 

Training Dat. Test Dat. Precision(%) 

CK + RAF SFEW MMI 69.4 

MMI RAF SFEW CK + 88.7 

CK + RAF MMI SFEW 49.4 

CK + SFEW MMI RAF 43.8 

MMI RAF CK + 84.5 

MMI SFEW CK + 78.1 

CK + RAF MMI 66.3 

CK + RAF SFEW 47.1 

CK + SFEW RAF 42.8 

CK + MMI 57.2 

MMI CK + 76.1 

RAF CK + 84.5 

RAF MMI 64.7 

RAF SFEW 45.7 

CK + SFEW 31.8 

CK + RAF 40.1 

4
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ecognition results of the fusion network provide feedback to the

C and the ID channel for fine-tuning network parameters. 

When testing a facial sample S t , it is input to the two feature

earning channels to obtain the common feature φ1 ( S t ) and the

istinction feature φ2 ( S t ). Then two features are fused in the fu-

ion network, and the fusion network provides the final determi-

ation of the category for the sample S t . 

min 

k,i, j∈{ D m } ,m ∈{ 1 , ··· ,M} 
‖ Y − w 

T 
2 X (S k ) ‖ 

2 
F + ‖ Y − w 

T 
0 φ2 (S k ) ‖ 

2 
F 

+ ‖ w 

T 
1 φ1 (S c 

i 
) − w 

T 
1 φ1 (S c 

j 
) ‖ 

2 
F . 

(5) 

. Experiments and discussions 

We perform experiments on four public databases, the CK +
atabase [3] , the MMI database [5] , the SFEW database [18] and

he RAF database [20] , also the EmotioNet database [19] . Exper-

ment evaluation is performed for cross-domain recognition and

ingle-database recognition. 

.1. Databases 

CK + database is a database that captured in a lab surrounding.

t consists of 1079 facial behavior sequences of 210 adults. Partic-

pants are 18 to 50 years of age. The database includes sequences

or frontal views and 30-degree views, and the image resolution

s either 640 × 490 or 640 × 480 pixel arrays. Image sequences are

ith 8-bit grayscale or 24-bit color values. There are 7 basic emo-

ion categories: Anger, Contempt, Disgust, Fear, Happy, Sadness and

urprise. In our experiments, we clip facial behavior sequences to

mages for recognition. 

MMI database is also a lab-captured databases. It contains more

han 1500 samples of both static images and image sequences from

9 male and female participants. There consists of samples cap-

ured in the front view and the profile view. For a detailed analysis

f facial expressions, the database provides single AU and multiple

U activation, and AU temporal activation patterns (onset- apex-

ffset). In the database, static facial-expression images are all true

olor (24bit) images with a resolution of 720 × 576 pixels, and se-

uences are of variable length, lasting between 40 and 520 frames.

here are 6 facial expression categories. 

RAF database is a large scale database containing total 29 , 672

eal-world facial images. Different with other databases where

ach image being assigned with one label, the database ob-

ains a multi-label annotation result for each image, i.e., a seven-

imensional vector that each dimension corresponds to the votes

f relevant emotion. The RAF database includes 6-class basic emo-

ions and 12-class compound emotions. In the database, the basic

ttributes (gender, age, and race) of all facial images are manually

nnotated. In our experiment, the basic emotions are used for ex-

erimental evaluation. 

SFEW database is a static facial expression database consisting

f facial images extracted from movies. The database contains 7 ex-

ression categories (Anger, Disgust, Fear, Neutral, Happy, Sad, Sur-

rise), which are acted by 95 subjects. There are total 700 images,

eparated into the training set and the test set. 

EmotioNet database totally includes 975,0 0 0 images of facial ex-

ressions in the wild, and 25,0 0 0 images are assigned manual an-

otations of AUs. Expressions in the database have 6 basic facial

motion categories and 17 compound emotion categories. Because

he cross-domain recognition requires the same expression cate-

ories in different databases, only part of facial samples in the

motioNet database are chosen in our experiments. 
.2. Experiments for cross-domain recognition 

We evaluate the performance of our proposed approach in

wo experiment settings for cross-domain recognition, multiple-

o-single and single-to-single cross-domain recognition. In the

ultiple-to-single cross-domain recognition, we train the ICID fu-

ion network using facial samples of multiple databases, and evalu-

te its recognition performance in another database. In the single-

o-single cross-domain recognition, the ICID fusion network is

rained using facial samples in one database, and test in the other

atabase. 

We evaluate the proposed approach for cross-domain recogni-

ion in two experiment settings, and list results in the Table 1 . In

ur experiments, we fuse facial samples of two or three databases

or training and test the trained model in another database, e.g. .

raining on CK + and RAF and SFEW, test on the MMI, or training

n CK + and RAF, test on the MMI. In addition, we evaluate the pro-

osed approach for single-to-single cross-domain recognition, e.g. .

raining using the CK + database and test on the MMI database.

ince the RAF database consists more data samples than other

atabases, it is used to train the ICID network for the test of other

atabases. Comparing recognition precisions of four databases, it

an be seen that the CK + always has higher precision values

han the MMI, RAF and the SFEW due to the lower complexity

f the CK + database, and The average recognition accuracies of 4

atabases rank in descending order are as follows CK+ > M M I >

F EW > RAF . We also compare recognition precisions of the CK +
hen we use different databases in training. Using the MMI for

raining, we get a precision of 76.1%, while 84.1% is achieved using

he RAF for training. In addition, when we use three databases for

raining, e.g. . MMI, RAF, and SFEW, we get a precision of 88.7%. The

imilar situation also occurs in the RAF database. When we train a

odel using CK + , SFEW, and MMI three databases, we get a test

esult of 43.8% in the RAF database. In addition, using CK + and

FEW for training, a precision of 42.8% is obtained, while only a

recision of 40.1% is achieved using the CK + only for training. The

eason is that the model training uses a large number of samples,

ncluding wild and lab-setting facial expressions, which improves

he generalization of the trained classification model for distin-

uishing facial expressions. Therefore, larger and more complex

amples benefit network training, and further benefits effective fa-

ial expression recognition. Experimental results indicate that mul-

iple database fusion is able to effectively improve the accuracy of
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Fig. 5. Cross-domain recognition results obtained by fusing multiple databases. 

These figures show that higher recognition precisions are achieved when we train 

the ICID fusion network using more databases. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2 

Comparison with the state-of-the-art approaches for cross-domain 

recognition. Our approach improves the recognition precision by 

22.5% when the RAF is used for training and the CK + is tested. 

When using the MMI to train the ICID network, and test the CK + , 

our approach obtains at least 12% higher precision than existing ap- 

proaches. 

Training Dat. Testing Dat. Precision 

CK + SFEW 31.8 [Ours]; 29.43 [43] ; 

MMI SFEW 27.6 [Ours]; 25 [43] ; 

MMI CK + 76.1 [Ours]; 60.8 [50] ; 64.2 [51] ; 

CK + MMI 57.2 [Ours]; 53.2 [50] ; 55.6 [51] ; 

RAF CK + 84.5 [Ours]; 62 [20] ; 

CK + RAF 40.1 [Ours]; 38.8 [20] ; 

Table 3 

Experiment results of single-database recognition using the ICID fusion net- 

work. Categories of Happy, Sad and Surprise are easily distinguished from other 

expressions, and the category Fear is always confused with the category Disgust 

because these two expressions sometimes have no significant difference. 

Database Ang. Dis. Fear Hap. Nat. Sad. Surp. Ave. 

CK + 87.9 93.4 83.4 100 100 100 93.7 95.1 

MMI 61.1 72.6 44.6 83.4 − 89.8 87.4 76.3 

SFEW 51.9 13.1 4.3 86.1 65.1 56.2 31.6 51.2 

RAF 79.1 56.3 50.0 87.7 83.8 86.4 84.8 75.4 
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cross-domain recognition. Using more databases for training equals

to improving the generalization of classifiers. 

In Fig. 5 , we compare experimental results of cross-domain

recognition in three databases, the CK + , the MMI and the SFEW,

where multiple databases are fused in the training step. Accord-

ing to the Fig. 5 (a), the recognition precision of the CK + obtained

by training networks in three databases (the RAF, the MMI, and

the SFEW) is higher than precisions obtained by training models

using two (RAF and MMI) or one (MMI) database. The average

recognition precisions of fusing three databases(RAF, MMI, and

SFEW), two databases (RAF and MMI) and one database (MMI)

for the test of CK + database are 88.7%, 84.5%, and 76.1%, respec-

tively. The same phenomena can also be observed from the result

exhibition of the database MMI and SFEW in Fig. 5 (b) and 5 (c).

In the Fig. 5 (b), the average recognition precisions by fusing three

databases(RAF, CK + , and SFEW), two databases (RAF and CK + ) and

one database (RAF) for the test of MMI database are 69.4%, 66.3%,

and 64.7%, respectively. Obviously, it is able to effectively improve

recognition precisions to fuse multiple databases in training for

cross-domain facial expression recognition. And the proposed ICID

fusion network always performs better with more databases for

training. 

We compare the performance of the proposed approach for

cross-domain facial expression recognition with the state-of-the-

art in the Table 2 . Currently, the cross-domain recognition of
acial expressions is generally performed by training a classification

odel in one database and test in the other database. We com-

are with some approaches which presented single-to-single cross-

omain recognition in Table 2 . Compared with Li’s approach [20] ,

ur approach improves the recognition precision by 22.5% when

he RAF is used for training and the CK + is tested. When we train

he fusion ICID network using samples in the MMI and test the

K + , we get at least 12% higher recognition precision than ex-

sting approaches. In paper [43] , an AUDN approach was evalu-

ted for the cross-domain recognition, e.g. . training CK + , test MMI,

nd training MMI, test CK + , which obtained recognition accuracies

f 72.20% and 93.46%, respectively. The two results are very high

ompared with current approaches. However, the AUDN approach

ad much worse performance when used the SFEW as the test

atabase. Compared with the AUDN approach [43] , our proposed

pproach has much reliable improvement on all databases. We fur-

her perform an experiment which trains the ICID fusion network

n the CK + and the RAF databases, and tests the CK + database. We

btain a 97.7% recognition precision, which is higher than all exist-

ng approaches. The comparison indicates the effectiveness of our

roposed approach for cross-domain recognition. 

.3. Evaluation of recognition in single databases 

We also evaluate the proposed ICID fusion network for facial

xpression recognition in single databases. For that, we separate

ne database to the training set and the test set and further sep-

rate the training set into two parts for the training of ICID fu-

ion network. Recognition results are compared with related ap-

roaches. 

Recognition precisions of four databases, i.e. CK + , MMI, SFEW,

nd RAF, obtained by the proposed ICID fusion network are listed

n the Table 3 . The table shows recognition precisions of all 7 facial

xpression categories. As the table shows, the average recognition

recision of the database CK + is higher than other databases. Both

f the CK + and the MMI database are captured in a lab-guided

etting. The CK + database consists of a larger quantity of samples,

hus it always obtains better experiment performance than the

MI database. Among all facial expression categories, categories

f Happy, Sad and Surprise are easily distinguished from other

xpressions according to the recognition results in the Table 3 .
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Table 4 

Comparison with related approaches for single-database recognition. The proposed 

ICID fusion network is also effective for facial expression recognition in single 

databases. 

Database Precision 

CK + 95.1 [Ours]; 91.4 [29] ; 96.4 [52,53] ; 93.7 [43] ; 93.2 [51] ; 

95.75 [8] ; 93.04 [46] ; 95.78 [20] 

MMI 76.3 [Ours]; 77.6 [51] ; 75.8 [43] ; 

SFEW 51.2 [Ours]; 51.05 [20] ; 30.14 [43] ; 

RAF 75.4 [Ours]; 74.2 [20] ; 

Table 5 

Experiment results obtained using the ResNet and the Darknet- 

19 for feature learning in the ICID fusion network. These results 

certified that the Darknet-19 performs better for feature learning 

in our proposed ICID fusion network. 

Training Dat. Test Dat. Precision(%) 

MMI RAF SFEW CK + 88.7(DarkNet), 84.7(ResNet) 

CK + RAF MMI SFEW 49.4(DarkNet), 46.34(ResNet) 

MMI RAF CK + 84.5(DarkNet), 82.2(ResNet) 

MMI SFEW CK + 78.1(DarkNet), 76.0(ResNet) 

MMI CK + 76.1(DarkNet), 73.4(ResNet) 

CK + SFEW 31.8(DarkNet), 30.3(ResNet) 

CK + CK + 95.1(DarkNet), 94.3(ResNet) 

MMI MMI 76.3(DarkNet), 70.8(ResNet) 

SFEW SFEW 51.2(DarkNet), 47.0(ResNet) 

RAF RAF 75.4(DarkNet), 70.8(ResNet) 
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Table 6 

Evaluation of cross-domain recognition on the 

EmotioNet database. Training is performed us- 

ing facial samples in other one or more 

databases, and evaluation is realized in the 

EmotioNet database. 

Training Dat. Precision(%) 

MMI RAF SFEW 61.4 

CK + RAF MMI 62.3 

CK + SFEW MMI 58.0 

MMI RAF 60.7 

MMI CK + 49.6 

CK + RAF 54.8 

CK + SFEW 44.7 

CK + 38.1 

MMI 46.5 

RAF 52.6 
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oreover, the category Fear is always confused with the cate-

ory Disgust because these two expressions sometimes have no

ignificant difference. 

In Table 4 , we compare the ICID fusion network with re-

ated approaches. As shown, the ICID fusion network also achieves

igher precisions for facial expression recognition in single

atabases although the approach is designed for cross-domain

ecognition. In the RAF database, the ICID fusion network obtains

 precision which is 1.2% higher than the state-of-the-art result.

herefore, the proposed ICID fusion network is also effective for fa-

ial expression recognition in single databases. It is mainly due to

he excellent feature learning ability in the IC and the ID channels.

he approach is also able to solve other classification problems, e.g.

he action recognition, image classification, etc. 

.4. Experiments using the ResNet for feature learning 

In order to evaluate the performance of different deep net-

orks on feature learning in our model, we further use the

esNet101 [54] as a feature learning network to replace the Dark-

et in our ICID fusion network, and evaluate its performance for

ingle-database and cross-domain facial recognition. 

All experiments have the same experimental setting with ex-

eriments using the DarkNet. In this experiment, we modify the

esNet101 by setting 7 convolution kernels in the last convolu-

ion layer for the classification of 7 basic expression categories,

nd use the modified ResNet to replace the DarkNet part in the

C and ID channels for feature learning. Experiment results of the

ross-domain and the single-database recognition are shown in

he Table 5 . Here, we mark these results with (ResNet) which are

btained using the ResNet for feature learning, and results ob-

ained using the Darknet-19 for feature learning are marked with

DarkNet). As shown in the Table 5 , the ResNet has worse per-

ormance in both the cross-domain recognition and the single-

atabase recognition. Basic network units of both the ResNet and

he DarkNet-19 have three convolution layers, but have different

umber of convolution kernels. The reason may be because the

etwork structure of DarkNet-19 is compact that it is suitable for
acial feature extraction. Therefore, we choose the DarkNet-19 to

earn facial features in our proposed ICID network. 

.5. Evaluation of cross-domain recognition on the EmotioNet 

atabase 

Since only part of facial samples are assigned expression labels

n the EmotioNet database, we use these 1136 facial images which

re provided expression labels of 6 basic categories in this cross-

omain evaluation. Other samples with Action Units (AU) defini-

ions are not suitable for our experiment. Because there are less

han 100 samples in each category, we train the ICID network us-

ng facial samples in other one or more databases, and perform

valuation on selected samples in the EmotioNet database. Evalua-

ion results are illustrated in the Table 6 . 

Because the MMI database contains 6 basic expression cat-

gories, and other databases contain 7 basic categories, there

re three experiments that we train the recognition model us-

ng 6 expression categories, including experiments using the MMI

atabase, the RAF and the MMI database, the CK + and the MMI

atabase for training. Since the EmotioNet also has 6 basic expres-

ion categories, thus we get higher accuracies in these three ex-

eriments. In other experiments, samples of 7 categories are used

or training, and the trained model is used to recognize 6 cate-

ories in the EmotioNet. As illustrated in the Table 6 , obviously

he combination of multiple databases contributes a higher recog-

ition accuracy. The reason is not only due to more training sam-

les, but also because the mixture of samples in multiple databases

nhances the ability of the ICID network to extract distinguishable

eatures. The experiment of cross-domain recognition in the Emo-

ioNet database certifies the effectiveness in wild databases. 

. Conclusion 

In this paper, we proposed a novel ICID fusion network to

ecognize facial expressions in cross databases. The ICID fusion

etwork consisted of an Intra-category Common feature represen-

ation channel (IC) and an Inter-category Distinction feature rep-

esentation channel (ID) for facial expression representation, and

 fusion network combined features of two channels for facial

xpression recognition. The proposed approach was evaluated for

ross-domain recognition and single-database recognition. In the

ross-domain recognition, we designed two experiment settings to

valuate the performance of the ICID fusion network, multiple-to-

ingle cross-domain recognition, and single-to-single cross-domain

ecognition. According to experiments of the cross-domain recog-

ition, multiple database fusion is able to effectively im prove the

ccuracy of cross-domain recognition, which equals to improving
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the generalization of classifiers. Compared with state-of-the-art re-

sults, the proposed ICID fusion network got a significant improve-

ment, for example, 22.5% improved precision in the experiment of

training the RAF and testing the CK + . For single-database recogni-

tion, the ICID fusion network also achieved state-of-the-art perfor-

mances. 
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